EXHIBIT A
ITJP Recent Cases as of August 2019

2015-19 cases
78 witness statements by 9 investigators done.
Of the 78, 61 involved sexual violence.
56 we know already have asylum – [6 are in other countries and not chased up their status].

2015: 32 cases
7 female,
most cases (27) now granted asylum
1 in the UK had no MLR (Medico legal report by independent expert) but got asylum anyway; 2
don’t have MLRS in Switzerland. All the rest have MLRS now.
11 subjected to multiple detentions.

2016: 34 cases
3 female
all but 6 have MLRS - of those that don’t 1 is in Switzerland and 1 in UK got asylum without a
MLR and 2 have medical hospital notes.
25 have asylum
11 subjected to multiple detentions.

2017: 10 cases
1 female
only 1 has no MLR yet
4 have asylum already
2 subjected to multiple detentions.

2018 – 1 case
Multiple previous detentions

2019 – 1 case
Sexual violence and torture.
Female
Abducted by white van, detained and tortured physically and sexually (including multiple
accounts of rape) for 15 days in 2019 by members of the Criminal Investigation Department.
Seeking asylum in Europe.
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